From a Decade of Engineering and Design Emerges
the Decca Interactive Display by MultiTaction

Investing a decade of innovation into
perfecting the interactive video wall
experience, MultiTaction unveils the
Decca (MT557D). Decca’s visually
stunning graphics on a new satin
smooth, antimicrobial touch surface
further elevates the user experience
that only MultiTaction can offer.

Decca incorporates the next generation of MultiTaction’s revolutionary ClearSight touch technology, allowing
unlimited simultaneous touches from fingers, hands, pens and Codice 2D markers. Now with 30% more
processing power, ClearSight gives each user an interactive experience that is so responsive, it rivals the best
of today’s highest-end mobile devices.

MultiTaction’s unique touch technology
enables interactive video walls to be
scaled to any size and configuration.
This allows for unique table, curved wall,
and right-angle applications impossible
with other touch technologies.

KEY FEATURES
RESPONSIVE
ClearSight touch provides the fastest, most
responsive and reliable touch tracking system of any
video wall display on the market. Users experience
the same instantaneous control they expect on their
personal touch displays on a much larger scale.

STUNNING
The unique touch technology of Decca allows for a very
wide range of display configurations allowing your
creativity to run wild! Decca supports curves, right
angles, and table configurations. The touch
technology is infinitely scalable to support walls of
enormous proportions.

DURABLE
With edge-bonded cover glass, an extended aluminum
frame and the ability to run 24/7 the build quality is
second to none. Whether you need a video wall to
handle a round-the-clock control room or a high-traffic
public lobby, MultiTaction commercial-grade displays
are built to handle it.

ACCURATE

ENGAGING

Truly unlimited, simultaneous touch points using fingers,
pens, Codice markers and even most gloved hands. This
means every user will experience the same engaging touch
experience regardless of how many people are working
together.

EFFORTLESS

Decca’s satin smooth touch surface makes interacting fun
and effortless. Decca is also the first display from
MultiTaction to feature an easy-to-clean, antimicrobial touch
surface.

QUIET

The powerful exhaust system uses forced air, which
utilizes low noise variable speed internal fans. Background
noise can be distracting in many environments, Decca’s
whisper-soft fans keep the system cool without the hum
you often hear with other systems.

The foundation for the world’s best
interactive video wall starts with

Engineered with pinpoint accuracy, which means no
periodic re-calibration is needed, install and go. Enabling
the largest video walls in the industry to operate without
need to ongoing adjustments makes life a lot easier.

Learn more at MultiTaction.com/Decca

or contact sales@MultiTaction.com for more information
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